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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a mobile termi-
nal.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] US2009/0098880A discloses a mobile terminal
with an accelerometer used to measure distance moved
whilst its GPS locator is in a power-saving switched off
mode. When it detects that the serving base station has
switched, it powers on the GPS locator.
[0003] US2010/0194632A discloses a mobile terminal
that detects whether a serving cell has switched, and
then determines that the user is moving if the user has
previously been stationary as measured by an acceler-
ometer.
[0004] A mobile terminal has been known which auto-
matically performs positioning and which reports a meas-
ured location to a service provider. The mobile terminal
may perform the positioning by using GPS. The service
provider includes a content provider and a telecommu-
nications carrier.
[0005] In order to achieve electric power saving, the
mobile terminal detects a continuous walking state, and
detects switching of a sector. Specifically, the mobile ter-
minal detects the continuous walking state by an accel-
eration sensor, and the mobile terminal detects the
switching of the sector by area information from a base
station. By detecting the continuous walking state and
the switching of the sector, a determination can be made
as to whether the mobile terminal is moving or stationary.
When the determination is made that the mobile terminal
is moving, the mobile terminal performs positioning at
every predetermined period, and reports a location to the
service provider.
[0006] Regarding the mobile terminal, a technique has
been known such that, for a case where the mobile ter-
minal is not stationary but frequent retrieval of location
information is not required, power consumption is re-
duced by lowering a frequency of retrieving location in-
formation (e.g., Patent Document 1).

RELATED ART DOCUMENT

[PATENT DOCUMENT]

[0007] Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined
Patent Publication No. 2009-267886

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0008] A case is considered where a function is oper-
ating such that the function determines as to whether the

mobile station is moving by switching of the sector.
[0009] FIG. 1 shows a process of determining motion
or stillness in the mobile terminal (version 1).
[0010] In FIG. 1, a horizontal axis represents time. In
a vertical axis, a Host-CPU mode, information represent-
ing a serving sector, and an actual user’s behavior are
shown.
[0011] As the Host-CPU mode, a monitoring mode is
maintained. In the monitoring mode, a mobile terminal
that is capable of detecting plural sectors having the
equivalent radio quality may frequently switch a sector
in an active state. The example of FIG. 1 shows a case
where the serving sector is switched from B to A, from A
to C, and from C to A, though the user is in a stationary
state.
[0012] By the switching of the serving sector, an erro-
neous determination may be made that the user is in a
moving state, though the user is in the stationary state.
[0013] There is a method, which is described below,
for reducing the cases where such an erroneous deter-
mination is made by the switching of the serving sector
that the user is in a moving state, though the user is in
the stationary state.
[0014] FIG. 2 shows a process of determining motion
or stillness in the mobile terminal (version 2).
[0015] In FIG. 2, the horizontal axis represents time.
In the vertical axis, there are shown a motion/stillness
determination unit that includes a function to determine
motion or stillness, a sector ID information history table,
the Host-CPU mode, and the actual user’s behavior.
[0016] The mobile terminal includes a periodic timer.
The periodic timer expires after a time period T is elapsed.
At every time period T at which the periodic timer expires,
the mobile terminal determines whether the mobile ter-
minal is moving or stationary.
[0017] When the periodic timer expires and a determi-
nation is made as to whether the mobile station is moving
or stationary, the mobile terminal refers to a table that
records previous serving sectors up to the last one. In
the example shown in FIG. 2, the past three serving sec-
tors are recorded. When the table includes a sector ID
that is the same as that of the current serving sector, a
determination is made that it is "stationary," even if the
sector ID is different from a sector ID which has been
retrieved last time.
[0018] It is explained concretely.
[0019] At time (1), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
a sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "A" is obtained
as a current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU mode tran-
sitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep mode. The
motion/stillness determination unit refers to a sector ID
information history table. When there is no information
representing the sector ID which is the same as the re-
trieved current serving sector ID, a determination is made
that it is moving. At the time (1), since there is no infor-
mation representing the sector ID that is the same as that
of the retrieved current serving sector "A" in the sector
ID information history table, a determination is made that
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it is moving. The information representing the current
serving sector is stored in the sector ID information his-
tory table.
[0020] At time (2), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "B" is re-
trieved as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "B," the motion/stillness determination unit deter-
mines that it is moving. The information representing the
current serving sector ID is stored in the sector ID infor-
mation history table.
[0021] At time (3), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "B" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is the information representing the
sector ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "B" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
stationary. The information representing the current serv-
ing sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0022] At time (4), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "A" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is the information representing the
sector ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "A" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
stationary. The information representing the current serv-
ing sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0023] At time (5), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "A" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is the information representing the
sector ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "A" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
stationary. The information representing the current serv-
ing sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0024] At time (6), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "B" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is the information representing the
sector ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "B" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
stationary. The information representing the current serv-
ing sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0025] At time (7), the Host-CPU mode transitions from

the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "C" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "C" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
moving. The information representing the current serving
sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0026] At time (8), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "D" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "D" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
moving. The information representing the current serving
sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0027] At time (9), the Host-CPU mode transitions from
the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "E" is ob-
tained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "E" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
moving. The information representing the current serving
sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0028] At time (10), the Host-CPU mode transitions
from the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "F" is
obtained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "F" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
moving. The information representing the current serving
sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0029] At time (11), the Host-CPU mode transitions
from the sleep mode to the monitoring mode, and "G" is
obtained as the current serving sector ID. The Host-CPU
mode transitions from the monitoring mode to the sleep
mode. Since there is no information representing the sec-
tor ID that is the same as the retrieved current serving
sector "G" in the sector ID information history table, the
motion/stillness determination unit determines that it is
moving. The information representing the current serving
sector ID is stored in the sector ID information history
table.
[0030] By this method, when the plural sectors having
the equivalent radio quality are detected, an erroneous
determination can be avoided, which is caused by the
frequent switching of the sector in the active state. Here,
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the erroneous determination is such that a determination
is made that it is moving, though it is stationary. However,
it is not determined whether the sector in the active state
is frequently switching or the mobile station is moving to
the sector where the mobile station was served last time.
Namely, when the mobile terminal moves to the sector
where the mobile terminal was served last time, a deter-
mination should be made that it is moving. However, in
the above-described method, it is possible that a deter-
mination is erroneously made.
[0031] The present invention has been achieved in
view of the above-described point. An object of the
present invention is to provide a technique that can re-
duce erroneous determinations as to whether it is mov-
ing.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM

[0032] In order to solve the above-described problem,
the invention provides a mobile terminal as defined in
Claim 1 and a method as defined in Claim 2 as well as
a corresponding program and medium.

EFFECT OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0033] According to the disclosed mobile terminal, the
technique can be provided which reduces the erroneous
determinations as to whether it is moving.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a process of determining
motion or stillness in a mobile terminal (version 1);
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a process of determining
motion or stillness in the mobile terminal (version 2);
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a
radio communication system;
FIG. 4 is a diagram showing one embodiment of the
mobile terminal;
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing one embodiment of op-
erations of the mobile terminal;
FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram showing one
embodiment of the mobile terminal;
FIG. 7 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a
motion acceleration management table;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of
operations of the mobile terminal (version 1); and
FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of
operations of the mobile terminal (version 2).

EMBODIMENTS FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVEN-
TION

[0035] Hereinafter, an embodiment is explained based
on figures. In all the figures for explaining the embodi-
ment, the same reference numerals are used for entities

having the same functions, and thereby overlapped ex-
planations are omitted.

<Embodiment>

<Radio communication system>

[0036] FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of a radio com-
munication system.
[0037] The radio communication system includes a
base station 200m (m is an integer such that m > 0). The
base station 200m may be referred to as a "base unit,"
an "access point," or a "station," for example. FIG. 3
shows a case where m = 2, as an example. The base
station 200m covers a cell. The base station 200m broad-
casts area information. By receiving the area information,
a mobile terminal 100 can retrieve information represent-
ing a serving cell. Further, the base station 200m may
cover plural sectors. When the base station 200m covers
the plural sectors, the area information includes informa-
tion representing the sectors. By receiving the area in-
formation, the mobile terminal 100 can retrieve the infor-
mation representing a serving sector. In the embodiment,
the explanation is given while assuming that a cell in-
cludes a sector. The cell may be distinguished from the
sector.
[0038] The radio communication system includes GPS
satellites 5001 - 500n (n is an integer such that n > 3).
The GPS satellites 5001 - 500n transmits positioning sig-
nals.
[0039] The radio communication system includes the
mobile terminal 100. The mobile terminal 100 determines
whether the mobile terminal 100 is moving, based on
whether the detected base station 200m is switched. The
mobile terminal 100 may be any suitable terminal, with
which a user can perform communication. Examples of
the mobile terminal 100 include a mobile telephone, an
information terminal, a personal digital assistant, and a
mobile personal computer. However, the mobile terminal
100 is not limited to these.
[0040] An application is installed in the mobile terminal
100. The user can activate and utilize the application.
The application includes an application that utilizes a po-
sitioning result by the mobile terminal 100 of a location.
The mobile terminal 100, in which the application that
utilizes the positioning result is installed, periodically per-
forms automatic positioning, and the mobile terminal 100
reports the positioning result to a service providing device
400.
[0041] The mobile terminal 100 is wirelessly connected
to the base station 200m. The base station 200m is con-
nected to a communication network 300. The base sta-
tion 200m and the communication network 300 may be
connected through a wire, or wirelessly connected. For
a case of a wired connection, a connection may be made
by an optical line. Further, the service providing device
400 is connected to the communication network 300. The
service providing device 400 provides a service to the
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mobile terminal 100. Depending on a result of positioning
of a location from the mobile terminal 100, the service
providing device 400 provides a service depending on
the location to the mobile terminal 100. For example,
based on the location information of the user, the service
providing device 400 transmits weather information of a
neighboring area of the location or information regarding
an event which is held in the neighboring area of the
location by a push operation. The mobile terminal 100
can retrieve the weather information of the neighboring
area and the information regarding the event which is
held in the neighboring area of the location, where the
weather information and the information regarding the
event are transmitted by the push operation. Further, for
example, based on the location information of the user,
the service providing device 400 transmits last train in-
formation for a station in a neighboring area of the loca-
tion by the push operation. The mobile terminal 100 can
retrieve the last train information for the station in the
neighboring area of the location, which is transmitted by
the push operation.

<Mobile terminal>

[0042] FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of the mobile
terminal 100. FIG. 4 mainly shows a hardware configu-
ration.
[0043] The mobile terminal 100 includes a central
processing unit (CPU) 102; a storage unit 104; an input
unit 106; an output unit 108; a communication unit 110;
a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver 112; and a
sensor 114. These functional blocks are connected
through a bus 150.
[0044] The CPU 102 performs control of the storage
unit 104, the input unit 106, the output unit 108, the com-
munication unit 110, the GPS receiver 112, and the sen-
sor 114. The CPU 102 functions and performs predeter-
mined operations in accordance with a program which is
stored in the storage unit 104.
[0045] The storage unit 104 includes an application
and an operating system (OS: Operating System). The
application is software which has a function to execute
a task. Here, the task is performed on the mobile terminal
100 by the user. The operating system is software that
provides an interface, which abstracts hardware, to ap-
plication software in the mobile terminal 100. Further, the
storage unit 104 stores a program. The program operates
when the mobile terminal 100 is caused to function. The
program includes a motion/stillness determination pro-
gram that operates for determining whether the mobile
terminal 100 is moving or stationary.
[0046] The input unit 106 includes a keyboard and a
mouse, for example. The input unit 106 is a device for
inputting a command and data. It may include a touch
panel. For a case where the touch panel is included, in-
putting of the command and the data to the mobile ter-
minal 100 is performed through the touch panel. The
command includes a command for the operating system

and a command for the application.
[0047] The output unit includes a display, for example.
The output unit 108 displays a processing state and a
processing result by the mobile terminal 100. The
processing state and the processing result include those
of the operating system and those of the application. The
display includes a liquid crystal display, a cathode ray
tube (CRT) display, a plasma display panel (PDP) dis-
play, and an organic electro-luminescence (EL) display,
for example.
[0048] The communication unit 110 performs radio
communication with the base station 200 in accordance
with a predetermined radio communication scheme, un-
der the control of the CPU 102. The radio communication
scheme may include the Wide band CDMA (W-CDMA)
scheme and the Long Term Evolution (LTE) scheme. The
communication unit 110 inputs information regarding the
cell which is serving for the mobile terminal 100 to the
CPU 102. For example, when the serving cell is switched,
the communication unit 110 may input information rep-
resenting a cell which is the destination of the switching.
Further, the information representing the serving cell may
be reported at every predetermined period.
[0049] The GPS receiver 112 performs positioning of
a location of the mobile terminal 100, in accordance with
a control signal (a positioning command) which is input
by the CPU 102. For example, the GPS receiver 112
performs the positioning of the GPS receiver 112, based
on the positioning signals transmitted by the GPS satel-
lites 5001 - 500n (n is an integer such that n > 3). The
positioning is performed in accordance with time intervals
at which the positioning is to be performed. Specifically,
a distance (a pseudo distance) from each of the plural
GPS satellites 5001 - 500n to the GPS receiver 112 is
calculated. The GPS receiver 112 performs positioning
of the mobile terminal 100 including the GPS receiver
112, based on the pseudo distances. The location infor-
mation may be expressed by a longitude and a latitude.
Signals emitted from the corresponding GPS satellites
5001- 500n reach the GPS receiver 112 while the signals
are delayed by corresponding time periods elapsed for
the radio waves to propagate the corresponding distanc-
es between the GPS satellites 5001 - 500n and the GPS
receiver 112. Accordingly, by calculating the time periods
required for propagation of the radio waves for the plural
GPS satellites 5001 - 500n, the location of the GPS re-
ceiver 112 can be obtained by a positioning operation.
For example, from the radio waves emitted from each of
the plural GPS satellites 5001 - 500n, the distance from
each of the GPS satellites 5001 - 500n to the GPS receiver
112 is obtained by a distance measurement unit of the
GPS receiver 112. Then, by a positioning processing unit,
the location of the GPS receiver 112 is obtained, based
on the distances obtained by the distance measurement
unit. The GPS receiver 112 inputs the location informa-
tion to the CPU 102. Currently, approximately thirty GPS
satellites are orbiting around the earth at an altitude of
approximately 20,000 km. There are six orbital surfaces
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around the earth, and the six orbital surfaces are inclined
by 55 degrees relative to each other. Four or more GPS
satellites are evenly spaced on each of the orbital sur-
faces. Therefore, at least five GPS satellites can be ob-
served from any place on the earth, provided that the sky
above the place is opened.
[0050] The GPS receiver 112 outputs the location in-
formation obtained by the positioning. For example, the
GPS receiver 112 transmits the location information from
the communication unit 100 to the service providing de-
vice 400.
[0051] The sensor 114 includes a sensor which is ca-
pable of obtaining information for determining whether
the user holding the mobile terminal 100 is moving. For
example, the sensor 114 includes an acceleration sen-
sor.

<Functions of mobile terminal 100>

[0052] The mobile terminal 100 determines whether
the mobile terminal 100 is moving or stationary. Herein-
after, the process by the mobile terminal 100 of deter-
mining whether it is moving or stationary is referred to as
the "motion/stillness determination process." When the
determination is made that the mobile terminal 100 is
moving, the mobile terminal 100 performs automatic po-
sitioning at every predetermined period, and the mobile
terminal 100 reports the measured location to the service
providing device 400.
[0053] FIG. 5 shows the motion/stillness determination
process performed by the mobile terminal 100.
[0054] In FIG. 5, the horizontal axis represents time.
In the vertical axis, there are shown operations of a mo-
tion/stillness determination unit having a function for de-
termining whether the mobile terminal 100 is moving or
stationary. Further, in the vertical axis, there are shown
operations of a serving cell information retrieving unit
having a function of retrieving information representing
the serving cell. Further, in the vertical axis, there are
shown the current serving sector ID and the Host-CPU
mode.
[0055] The mobile terminal 100 transitions from a sleep
mode to an active mode at every predetermined period
T1. When the mobile terminal 100 transitions to the active
mode, the mobile terminal 100 retrieves acceleration in-
formation of the mobile terminal 100. The mobile terminal
100 detects motion acceleration, based on the acceler-
ation information. The mobile terminal 100 determines
whether the serving sector is switched at every prede-
termined period T2. The mobile terminal 100 performs
the motion/stillness determination process, based on a
determination result of whether the serving sector is
switched. The predetermined period T1 is smaller than
the predetermined period T2. The predetermined period
T2 can be an integral multiple of the predetermined period
T1. That is because it is preferable to determine whether
the mobile terminal 100 is moving or stationary based on
plural pieces of acceleration information, from a perspec-

tive of precision. Namely, it is preferable that αT1 = T2 (α
is an integer such that α > 0) be satisfied. FIG. 5 shows
a case where α = 5, as an example. Here, α may be an
integer which is greater than or equal to 1 and less than
or equal to 4, or α may be an integer which is greater
than or equal to 6.
[0056] When the mobile terminal 100 performs the mo-
tion/stillness determination process, the mobile terminal
100 determines whether motion acceleration is detected,
based on the motion acceleration obtained in a time pe-
riod from the preceding motion/stillness determination
process to the present motion/stillness determination
process. In the time period from the preceding mo-
tion/stillness determination process to the present mo-
tion/stillness determination process, the information is re-
trieved which represents whether the motion accelera-
tion is detected once or plural times. When the motion
acceleration is detected and the serving cell is switched
in the time period from the preceding motion/stillness de-
termination process to the present motion/stillness de-
termination process, the mobile terminal 100 determines
that it is moving. Namely, the mobile terminal 100 deter-
mines that it is moving for a case where the motion ac-
celeration is detected and the serving cell is switched
subsequent to the preceding motion/stillness determina-
tion process. It suffices if the motion acceleration is de-
tected at least once. For a case where the motion accel-
eration is not detected subsequent to the preceding mo-
tion/stillness determination process, the mobile terminal
100 determines that it is stationary, even if the serving
cell is switched.
[0057] When the mobile terminal 100 determines that
it is moving, the mobile terminal 100 periodically performs
automatic positioning, and reports the measured location
to the service providing device 400. The motion/stillness
determination process is performed in parallel with this
process. When the determination is made that it is sta-
tionary by the motion/stillness determination process, the
process of periodically performing automatic positioning
and reporting the measured position to the service pro-
viding device 400 may be terminated.
[0058] FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram showing
functions of the mobile terminal 100. FIG. 6 mainly shows
the functions executed by the CPU 102. Namely, these
are executed by the CPU 102, where the CPU 102 func-
tions in accordance with the motion/stillness determina-
tion program stored in the storage unit 104.
[0059] The mobile terminal 100 includes a serving cell
information retrieving unit 1022; a serving cell ID switch-
ing detection unit 1024; a motion acceleration detection
unit 1026; and a motion/stillness determination unit 1028.
[0060] The serving cell information retrieving unit 1022
retrieves information regarding the cell, which is serving
for the mobile terminal 100. For example, when the mo-
bile terminal 100 moves and performs a handover to a
cell other than the serving cell, and thereby the serving
cell is switched, the serving cell information retrieving
unit 1022 may retrieve the information representing the
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serving cell (which is referred to as the "serving cell ID,"
hereinafter). Alternatively, the serving cell information re-
trieving unit 1022 may retrieve the serving cell ID at every
predetermined period, which is defined in advance. The
serving cell information retrieving unit 1022 inputs the
serving cell ID to the serving cell ID switching detection
unit 1024. In the embodiment, the serving cell information
retrieving unit 1022 retrieves the serving cell ID at every
time period T2.
[0061] The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
is connected to the serving cell information retrieving unit
1022. The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
determines whether the serving cell ID is different from
the serving cell ID which is input by the serving cell in-
formation retrieving unit 1022 for the preceding time,
based on the serving cell ID which is to be input by the
serving cell information retrieving unit 1022. The serving
cell ID switching detection unit 1024 inputs information
representing whether the serving cell ID which is input
by the serving cell information retrieving unit 1022 for the
previous time is different from the serving cell ID which
is currently input (which is referred to as the "serving cell
ID switching information," hereinafter) to the motion/still-
ness determination unit 1028. When the serving cell ID
switching information is input to the motion/stillness de-
termination unit 1028 for the case where setting is made
so that the serving cell ID is retrieved at every predeter-
mined period, the serving cell ID switching information
may be input to the motion/stillness determination unit
1028 if the retrieved serving cell ID is changed (if the
retrieved serving cell ID is different from the serving cell
which is input for the preceding time).
[0062] When the serving cell ID is input by the serving
cell information retrieving unit 1022, the cell ID switching
detection unit 1024 may refer to a table which stores the
serving cell IDs up to the preceding time (a serving cell
ID information storage table). Specifically, a table may
be prepared which stores serving cell IDs for the past
three times. It may be a table which stores serving cell
IDs for the past two times, or it may be a table which
stores serving cell IDs for the past four times. It may have
substantially the same configuration as that of the sector
ID information history table of FIG. 2. In this case, a de-
termination may be made as to whether the retrieved
serving sector ID is new by storing the newest serving
sector ID in the upper level. Alternatively, the determina-
tion as to whether the retrieved serving sector ID is new
may be enabled by including information regarding the
date and time of the retrieval in the serving sector ID.
[0063] The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
may determine that the serving cell ID is changed when
the table does not include the serving cell ID which is the
same as the current serving cell ID. Namely, when the
table includes the serving cell ID which is the same as
the current serving cell ID, the serving cell ID switching
detection unit 1024 may determine that the serving cell
ID is the same, even if the serving cell ID is different from
the serving cell ID which is retrieved for the preceding

time.
[0064] The sensor 114 determines whether the user
holding the mobile terminal 100 is moving. For example,
the sensor 114 obtains acceleration information. The
sensor 114 inputs the acceleration information to the mo-
tion acceleration detection unit 1026. The motion accel-
eration detection unit 1026 is connected to the sensor
114. The motion acceleration detection unit 1026 detects
the motion acceleration, based on the acceleration infor-
mation from the sensor 114. Specifically, a determination
is made as to whether the motion acceleration is detect-
ed, each time the acceleration information is input by the
sensor 114. The motion acceleration detection unit 1026
stores information representing whether the motion ac-
celeration is detected in a motion acceleration manage-
ment table.
[0065] FIG. 7 shows one embodiment of the motion
acceleration management table. FIG. 7 shows an exam-
ple where information representing whether the motion
acceleration is detected is stored at every predetermined
period T1. In FIG. 7, "1" represents that the motion ac-
celeration is detected, and "0". represents that the motion
acceleration is not detected.
[0066] In the motion acceleration management table
shown in FIG. 7, a determination result as to whether the
motion acceleration is detected is recorded at every time
period T1. Specifically, "1" is recorded at the time period
T1. As described above, "1" represents that the motion
acceleration is detected. At time period T2, "0" is recorded
subsequent to "1," which is recorded at the time period
T1. As described above, "0" represents that the motion
acceleration is not detected. Subsequently, the similar
process is continued. At time period NT1 (N is an integer
such that N > 0), "1" is recorded subsequent to "1," "0,"
"1," and "1". The example shown in FIG. 7 is a case where
N = 5.
[0067] During execution of the motion/stillness deter-
mination process, the motion acceleration detection unit
1026 inputs information recorded in the motion acceler-
ation management table (which is referred to as the "mo-
tion acceleration detection information," hereinafter) to
the motion/stillness determination unit 1028.
[0068] The motion/stillness determination unit 1028
may include the motion acceleration management table.
In this case, the motion acceleration detection unit 1026
may input a determination result to the motion/stillness
determination unit 1028 each time the detection of the
motion acceleration is performed. The motion/stillness
determination unit 1028 causes the determination result
by the motion/stillness determination unit 1028 of wheth-
er the motion acceleration is detected to be reflected in
the motion acceleration management table.
[0069] The motion/stillness determination unit 1028 is
connected to the serving cell ID switching detection unit
1024 and the motion acceleration detection unit 1026.
The motion/stillness determination unit 1028 determines
whether the serving cell ID switching information indi-
cates that the serving cell ID is switched, based on the
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serving cell ID switching information from the serving cell
ID switching detection unit 1024. When the serving cell
ID switching information indicates that the serving cell ID
is not switched, the motion/stillness determination unit
determines that the mobile terminal 100 is stationary. In
this case, the motion/stillness determination process is
terminated.
[0070] When the serving cell ID switching information
indicates that the serving cell ID is switched, the mo-
tion/stillness determination unit 1028 determines wheth-
er the motion acceleration is detected in the time period
from the preceding motion/stillness determination proc-
ess to the current motion/stillness determination process,
based on motion acceleration detection information from
the motion acceleration detection unit 1026. Namely, a
determination is made as to whether the motion accel-
eration is detected subsequent to the preceding mo-
tion/stillness determination process. When a determina-
tion is made that the motion acceleration is detected, the
motion/stillness determination unit 1028 determines that
the serving cell ID is changed. In this case, a determina-
tion may be made that it is moving. Whereas, when a
determination is made that the motion acceleration is not
detected, the motion/stillness determination unit 1028
determines that the mobile terminal 100 is stationary. In
this case, the motion/stillness determination process is
terminated.
[0071] The mobile terminal 100 may include plural
CPUs. For example, among the functions shown in FIG.
6, the serving cell retrieving unit 1022 may be executed
by a communication-CPU (C-CPU). The C-CPU may in-
clude the above-described H-CPU. The C-CPU is a CPU
for controlling the transmission system. For example, the
C-CPU performs control of communication operations,
such establishment and disconnection of connections
with the base station and the switching center. Addition-
ally, among the functions shown in FIG. 6, the serving
cell ID switching detection unit 1024, the motion accel-
eration detection unit 1026, and the motion/stillness de-
termination unit 1028 may be performed by an applica-
tion-CPU (A-CPU). The A-CPU is a CPU for controlling
an application system. For example, the A-CPU performs
control of various application functions and a user inter-
face.

<Operations of mobile terminal 100>

<Motion acceleration detection process>

[0072] FIG. 8 shows one embodiment of operations of
the mobile terminal 100. FIG. 8 mainly shows processes
by the motion acceleration detection unit 1026.
[0073] The motion acceleration detection unit 1026 ac-
tivates a motion acceleration detection timer (step S802).
For the motion/stillness determination process shown in
FIG. 5, the motion acceleration detection timer is config-
ured so that the motion acceleration detection timer is
activated at every time period T1, subsequent to the start

of the motion/stillness determination process.
[0074] The motion acceleration detection unit 1026 ob-
tains the acceleration information (step S804). The mo-
tion acceleration detection unit 1026 retrieves the accel-
eration information from the sensor 114. The A-CPU
causes the motion acceleration detection unit 1026 to
retrieve the acceleration information from the sensor 114
by transferring to the active. For example, the A-CPU
may transitions to an active mode in a short time period
of approximately one second, and thereby the A-CPU
may cause the motion acceleration detection unit 1026
to retrieve the acceleration information from the sensor
114. Subsequent to the retrieval of the acceleration in-
formation, the A-CPU may transitions to a sleep mode.
[0075] The motion acceleration detection unit 1026 de-
termines the motion acceleration (step S806). The mo-
tion acceleration detection unit 1026 determines whether
the motion acceleration is detected, based on the accel-
eration information retrieved from the sensor 114.
[0076] The motion acceleration detection unit 1026
records the determination result of whether the motion
acceleration is detected in the motion acceleration man-
agement table (step S808).
[0077] The processes of steps S802 - S808 are per-
formed by the CPU 102, where the CPU 102 performs
the processes in accordance with the motion/stillness de-
termination program. The motion/stillness determination
program is provided in a state where the motion/stillness
determination program is recorded in a recording medi-
um, such as a flexible disk, a CD-ROM, or a memory
card. Further, the program may be downloaded through
the communication network 300. When the recording me-
dium is inserted into an auxiliary storage device of a com-
puter, the program which is recorded in the recording
medium is read out. The CPU 102 writes the read pro-
gram in a RAM or in a HDD, and performs the processes.
The program causes the computer to execute steps S802
- S808 of FIG. 8. Further, for example, the program may
cause the computer to execute at least a portion of the
steps.

<Motion/stillness determination process>

[0078] FIG. 9 shows one embodiment of operations of
the mobile terminal 100. FIG. 9 mainly shows processes
by the serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024 and
processes by the motion/stillness determination unit
1028.
[0079] The motion/stillness determination unit 1028
activates a serving cell ID switching detection timer (step
S902). For the motion/stillness determination process
shown in FIG. 5, the serving cell ID switching detection
timer is configured so that the serving cell ID switching
detection timer is activated at every time period T2, sub-
sequent to the start of the motion/stillness determination
process.
[0080] The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
retrieves the serving cell ID (step S904).
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[0081] The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
determines whether the serving cell ID which is retrieved
at step S904 is included in the serving cell IDs stored in
the serving cell ID information storage table by compar-
ison. The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
updates the serving cell ID by writing it in the serving cell
ID information storage table (step S906).
[0082] The serving cell ID switching detection unit 1024
determines whether the serving cell ID which is retrieved
at step S904 is different from the serving cell IDs which
have been retrieved until the preceding time (step S908).
[0083] When the serving cell ID which is retrieved at
step S904 is determined not to be different from the serv-
ing cell IDs which have been retrieved until the preceding
time (step S908: NO), the process terminates. In this
case, the mobile terminal 100 is determined to be sta-
tionary.
[0084] When the serving cell ID which is retrieved at
step S904 is determined to be different from the serving
cell IDs which have been retrieved until the preceding
time (step S908: YES), the motion/stillness determina-
tion unit 1028 determines whether the motion accelera-
tion is detected in the past time period T1. Namely, it is
determined as to whether the motion acceleration is de-
tected in an interval from the preceding motion/stillness
determination process to the time period T2.
[0085] When it is not determined that the motion ac-
celeration is detected at the past time period T2, the proc-
ess terminates. In this case, the mobile terminal 100 is
determined to be stationary.
[0086] When a determination is made that the motion
acceleration is detected at the past time period T2 (step
S910: YES), the motion/stillness determination unit 1028
determines that the serving cell ID is changed (step
S912). In this case, the mobile station 100 is determined
to be moving.
[0087] The processes of steps S902 - S912 are per-
formed by the CPU 102, where the CPU 102 performs
the processes in accordance with the motion/stillness de-
termination program. The motion/stillness determination
program is provided in a state where the program is re-
corded in a recording medium, such as a flexible disk, a
CD-ROM, or a memory card. Further, the program may
be downloaded through the communication network 300.
When the recording medium is input into an auxiliary stor-
age unit of a computer, the program which is stored in
the recording medium is read out. The CPU 102 writes
the read program in a RAM or an HDD, and executes the
process. The program causes the computer to execute
steps S902 - S912 of FIG. 9. Further, for example, the
program may cause the computer to execute at least a
portion of these steps.
[0088] According to the embodiment, when the serving
sector ID and the acceleration are monitored, and when
the serving sector ID which is retrieved for the preceding
time is different from the serving sector ID, erroneous
determinations of whether it is moving or stationary can
be reduced by determining a likelihood of motion of the

mobile terminal based on a variation in the acceleration.
In this case, modifications of the hardware and the native
software are not required. Namely, mounting of a sub-
CPU is not required. That is because it can be executed
by the acceleration sensor and the processing of the up-
per layer application.
[0089] Accordingly, by adding an upper layer applica-
tion, the function to detect the switching of the serving
cell can be achieved for an open platform terminal. With
this function, electric power saving and high precision
can be achieved.
[0090] Accordingly, by periodically performing the au-
tomatic positioning and by reporting the measured loca-
tion to the service providing device of the service provid-
er, a service can be received from the service provider.
[0091] For convenience of explanation, specific exam-
ples of numerical values are used in order to facilitate
understanding of the invention. However, these numer-
ical values are simply illustrative, and any other appro-
priate values may be used, except as indicated other-
wise.
[0092] Hereinabove, the mobile terminal, the mo-
tion/stillness determination method, and the non-transi-
tory computer readable storage medium are explained
by the embodiments. However, the present invention is
not limited to the above-described embodiment, and var-
ious modifications and improvements may be made with-
in the scope of the present invention. For the convenience
of explanation, the devices according to the embodi-
ments of the present invention are explained by using
functional block diagrams. However, these devices may
be implemented in hardware, software, or combinations
thereof.

LIST OF REFERENCE SYMBOLS

[0093]

100: Mobile terminal
102: CPU
1022: Serving cell information retrieving unit
1024: Serving cell ID switching detection unit
1026: Motion acceleration detection unit
1028: Motion/stillness determination unit
104: Storage unit
106: Input unit
108: Output unit
110: Communication unit
112: GPS receiver
114: Sensor
150: Bus
200m (m is an integer such that m > 0): Base station
300: Communication network
400: Service providing device
500n (n is an integer such that n > 3): GPS satellites
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Claims

1. A mobile terminal (100) configured to determine
whether it is moving or stationary, the mobile terminal
comprising:

a motion acceleration detection unit (1026) con-
figured to detect motion acceleration based on
acceleration information of the mobile terminal;
a serving cell information retrieving unit (1022)
configured to retrieve information representing
a serving cell;
a serving cell information switching determina-
tion unit (1024) configured to determine whether
the serving cell is switched, based on the infor-
mation representing the serving cell, retrieved
by the serving cell information retrieving unit;
and
a motion/stillness determination unit (1028) con-
figured to determine whether the mobile terminal
has moved;
wherein the motion acceleration detection unit
(1026) is configured to detect the motion accel-
eration at every first period (T1),
wherein the serving cell information switching
determination unit (1024) is configured to deter-
mine at every second period (T2) whether the
serving cell is switched,
wherein the second period (T2) is greater than
the first period (T1), and
wherein the motion/stillness determination unit
(1028) is configured to determine that the mobile
terminal has moved only in the event that both
the serving cell information switching determi-
nation unit (1024) determines that the serving
cell has been switched, and the motion acceler-
ation has been detected by the motion acceler-
ation detection unit (1026), in the most recent
second period (T2) since the preceding process
of determining whether the serving cell has been
switched.

2. A motion/stillness determination method performed
by a mobile terminal that determines whether it is
moving or stationary, the method comprising:

a motion acceleration detection step performed
at every first period (T1) of detecting motion ac-
celeration based on acceleration information of
the mobile terminal;
a serving cell information retrieving step of re-
trieving information representing a serving cell;
a serving cell information switching determina-
tion step performed at every second period (T2),
the second period greater than the first period,
of determining whether the serving cell is
switched, based on the information representing
the serving cell, wherein the information repre-

senting the serving cell is retrieved by the serv-
ing cell information retrieving step; and
a motion/stillness determination step of deter-
mining that the mobile terminal has moved only
in the event that both the serving cell information
switching determination step determines that
the serving cell has been switched, and the mo-
tion acceleration has been detected by the mo-
tion acceleration detection step, in the most re-
cent second period (T2) since the preceding step
of serving cell information switching determina-
tion.

3. A program that causes a computer to execute a mo-
tion/stillness determination method of a mobile ter-
minal according to claim 2.

4. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium
that stores a program according to claim 3.

Patentansprüche

1. Mobiles Endgerät (100), welches dazu konfiguriert
ist, zu bestimmen, ob es sich bewegt oder stillsteht,
wobei das mobile Endgerät umfasst:

eine Beschleunigungserfassungseinheit
(1026), welche dazu konfiguriert ist, eine Bewe-
gungsbeschleunigung auf Grund von Beschleu-
nigungsangaben des mobilen Endgeräts zu er-
fassen,
eine Bedienzelleninformationsabrufeinheit
(1022), welche dazu konfiguriert ist, eine Bedi-
enzelle darstellende Informationen abzurufen;
eine Bedienzelleninformationsumschaltungs-
bestimmungseinheit (1024), welche dazu konfi-
guriert ist, zu bestimmen, ob die bedienende
Zelle umgeschaltet ist, auf Grund der die bedie-
nende Zelle darstellenden Informationen, wel-
che von der Bedienzelleninformationsabrufein-
heit abgerufen wurden; und
eine Bewegungs-/Stillstandsbestimmungsein-
heit (1028), welche dazu konfiguriert ist, zu be-
stimmen ob sich das mobile Endgerät bewegt
hat;
wobei die Beschleunigungserfassungseinheit
(1026) dazu konfiguriert ist, die Bewegungsbe-
schleunigung in jeder ersten Periode (T1) zu er-
fassen;
wobei die Bedienzelleninformationsumschal-
tungsbestimmungseinheit (1024) dazu konfigu-
riert ist, in jeder zweiten Zeitperiode (T2) zu be-
stimmen, ob die Bedienzelle umgeschaltet wur-
de,
wobei die zweite Zeitperiode (T2) länger als die
erste Zeitperiode (T1) ist, und
wobei die Bewegungs-/Stillstandsbestim-
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mungseinheit (1028) dazu konfiguriert ist, zu be-
stimmen, dass sich das mobile Endgerät bewegt
hat, und zwar nur im Falle, wo sowohl die
Bedienzelleninformationsumschaltungsbestim-
mungseinheit (1024) bestimmt, dass die Bedi-
enzelle umgeschaltet wurde, als auch die Be-
wegungsbeschleunigung von der Beschleuni-
gungserfassungseinheit (1026) erfasst wurde,
dies innerhalb der letzten zweiten Zeitperiode
(T2) nach dem vorgehenden Vorgang des Be-
stimmens, ob die Bedienzelle umgeschaltet
wurde.

2. Stillstand-/Bewegungsbestimmungsverfahren, wel-
ches von einem mobilen Endgerät ausgeführt wird,
welches bestimmt, ob es sich bewegt oder stillsteht,
wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

einen Schritt des Erfassens einer Bewegungs-
beschleunigung, welcher in jeder ersten Zeitpe-
riode (T1) des Erfassens einer Bewegungsbe-
schleunigung, auf Grund der Beschleunigungs-
informationen des mobilen Endgeräts, ausge-
führt wird;
einen Schritt des Abrufens von Bedienzellenin-
formationen, in dem eine Bedienzelle darstel-
lende Informationen abgerufen werden,
einen Schritt des Bestimmens einer Umschal-
tung der Bedienzelleninformationen, welches in
jeder zweiten Zeitperiode (T2) ausgeführt wird,
wobei die zweite Zeitperiode länger als die erste
Zeitperiode ist, in dem bestimmt wird, ob die Be-
dienzelle umgeschaltet wurde, auf Grund der
die Bedienzelle darstellenden Informationen,
wobei die die Bedienzelle darstellenden Infor-
mationen im Bedienzelleninformationsabrufs-
schritt abgerufen werden; und
einen Schritt des Bestimmens einer Bewe-
gung/eines Stillstands, in dem bestimmt wird,
dass sich das mobile Endgerät bewegt hat, und
zwar nur im Falle, dass sowohl der Schritt des
Bestimmens der Bedienzellenumschaltung be-
stimmt, dass die Bedienzelle umgeschaltet wur-
de, als auch eine Bewegungsbeschleunigung
im Schritt des Erfassens einer Bewegungsbe-
schleunigung erfasst wurde, dies innerhalb der
letzten zweiten Zeitperiode (T2) nach dem vor-
gehenden Schritt des Bestimmens einer Um-
schaltung der Bedienzelleninformationen.

3. Programm zum Veranlassen, dass ein Computer ein
Verfahren zur Bewegungs-/Stillstandsbestimmung
eines mobilen Endgeräts nach Anspruch 2 ausführt.

4. Nicht flüchtiges computerlesbares Speichermedi-
um, welches ein Programm nach Anspruch 3 spei-
chert.

Revendications

1. Terminal mobile (100) configuré de manière à déter-
miner s’il est en mouvement ou stationnaire, le ter-
minal mobile comprenant :

une unité de détection d’accélération de mou-
vement (1026) configurée de manière à détecter
une accélération de mouvement sur la base d’in-
formations d’accélération du terminal mobile ;
une unité d’extraction d’informations de cellule
de desserte (1022) configurée de manière à ex-
traire des informations représentant une cellule
de desserte ;
une unité de détermination de commutation d’in-
formations de cellule de desserte (1024) confi-
gurée de manière à déterminer si la cellule de
desserte est commutée, sur la base des infor-
mations représentant la cellule de desserte, ex-
traites par l’unité d’extraction d’informations de
cellule de desserte ; et
une unité de détermination de mouvement / arrêt
(1028) configurée de manière à déterminer si le
terminal mobile s’est déplacé ;
dans lequel l’unité de détection d’accélération
de mouvement (1026) est configurée de maniè-
re à détecter l’accélération de mouvement à
chaque première période (T1);
dans lequel l’unité de détermination de commu-
tation d’informations de cellule de desserte
(1024) est configurée de manière à déterminer,
à chaque seconde période (T2), si la cellule de
desserte est commutée ;
dans lequel la seconde période (T2) est supé-
rieure à la première période (T1) ; et
dans lequel l’unité de détermination de mouve-
ment / arrêt (1028) est configurée de manière à
déterminer que le terminal mobile s’est déplacé,
uniquement dans le cas où, à la fois, l’unité de
détermination de commutation d’informations
de cellule de desserte (1024) détermine que la
cellule de desserte a été commutée, et l’accé-
lération de mouvement a été détectée par l’unité
de détection d’accélération de mouvement
(1026), au cours de la seconde période la plus
récente (T2) depuis le processus précédent con-
sistant à déterminer si la cellule de desserte a
été commutée.

2. Procédé de détermination de mouvement / arrêt mis
en oeuvre par un terminal mobile qui détermine s’il
est en mouvement ou stationnaire, le procédé
comprenant :

une étape de détection d’accélération de mou-
vement mise en oeuvre à chaque première pé-
riode (T1), consistant à détecter une accéléra-
tion de mouvement sur la base d’informations
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d’accélération du terminal mobile ;
une étape d’extraction d’informations de cellule
de desserte consistant à extraire des informa-
tions représentant une cellule de desserte ;
une étape de détermination de commutation
d’informations de cellule de desserte mise en
oeuvre à chaque seconde période (T2), où la
seconde période est supérieure à la première
période, consistant à déterminer si la cellule de
desserte est commutée, sur la base des infor-
mations représentant la cellule de desserte,
dans lequel les informations représentant la cel-
lule de desserte sont extraites par l’étape d’ex-
traction d’informations de cellule de desserte ; et
une étape de détermination de mouvement / ar-
rêt consistant à déterminer que le terminal mo-
bile s’est déplacé, uniquement dans le cas où,
à la fois, l’étape de détermination de commuta-
tion d’informations de cellule de desserte déter-
mine que la cellule de desserte a été commutée,
et l’accélération de mouvement a été détectée
par l’étape de détection d’accélération de mou-
vement, au cours de la seconde période la plus
récente (T2) depuis l’étape précédente de dé-
termination de commutation d’informations de
cellule de desserte.

3. Programme qui amène un ordinateur à exécuter un
procédé de détermination de mouvement / arrêt d’un
terminal mobile selon la revendication 2.

4. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur non tran-
sitoire qui stocke un programme selon la revendica-
tion 3.
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